If M is a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G, we consider the problem of finding a measurable transversal for the cosets G\M -{gM: qeG}-a. measurable subset T c G which meets each coset just once. To each transversal T corresponds a unique cross-section map τ: It is hoped that results of this sort will be helpful in efforts to remove separability restrictions in the study of induced group representations. There are several other areas where one is limited, in part, to studying separable groups by reliance on standard Borel space methods in producing cross-section maps. Cross-sections are widely used in classifying group extensions and their representations-see Mackey [4], [5] (and Rieffel [7], where some attempts are made to extend results of [4] to nonseparable groups). In another direction authors such as Leptin [2] have tried to represent group algebras L\G) as vector-valued group algebras L\M, X) for a subgroup M. These constructions are successful provided we can insure that there is a measurable cross-section of G/M. 2* We define measurability following Halmos [1], but must distinguish between several commonly used variants of this definition.
If M is a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G, we consider the problem of finding a measurable transversal for the cosets G\M -{gM: qeG}-a. measurable subset T c G which meets each coset just once. To each transversal T corresponds a unique cross-section map τ: G/M -> T c G such that π o τ -id, where π: G -> G/M is the canonical mapping. For many purposes it is important to produce reasonably well behaved cross sections for the cosets G/M, and the generality of results obtained is often limited by one's ability to prove that such cross-sections exist. It is well known that, even if G is a connected Lie group, smooth (continuous) cross-sections need not exist; however Mackey ([3], pp. 101-139) showed, using the theory of standard Borel spaces, that a Borel measurable cross section exists if G is a separable (second countable) locally compact group. In this paper topological methods, independent of the theory of standard Borel spaces, are applied to show that Borel measurable cross-sections exist if G is any locally compact group and M any closed subgroup which is metrizable (first countable). The constructions become very simple if G is separable, and give a direct proof that Borel cross-sections exist in this familiar situation.
It is hoped that results of this sort will be helpful in efforts to remove separability restrictions in the study of induced group representations. There are several other areas where one is limited, in part, to studying separable groups by reliance on standard Borel space methods in producing cross-section maps. Cross-sections are widely used in classifying group extensions and their representations-see Mackey [4] , [5] (and Rieffel [7] , where some attempts are made to extend results of [4] to nonseparable groups). In another direction authors such as Leptin [2] have tried to represent group algebras L\G) as vector-valued group algebras L\M, X) for a subgroup M. These constructions are successful provided we can insure that there is a measurable cross-section of G/M. 2* We define measurability following Halmos [1] , but must distinguish between several commonly used variants of this definition.
DEFINITION. Let X be a topological space. By B(X) will be meant the σ-algebra generated by the closed sets, by C(X) the σ-algebra generated by the compact sets. By B 0 (X) and C 0 (X) will be meant the σ-algebras generated by the closed G δ sets and compact G 5 sets, respectively. If X is σ-compact then B(X) = C(X) and B Q (X) = C 0 (X); if X is metrizable then B(X) = fi o (X) and C(X) = C 0 (X).
Let G be a locally compact group, M a closed metrizable subgroup. Then M has a complete left-invariant metric p which gives it the left uniformity induced from G (see [6] We shall begin by constructing a transversal S for the cosets of L inf.
a) There is a transversal T for the left cosets of M which is in B(G). Furthermore, the corresponding cross-section, τ:G/M-+G, is measurable with respect to C(G/M) and C(G). (b) // there exists an open subgroup of G which contains M and whose image in G/M is o-compact, then the cross-section can also be made measurable with respect to B(G/M) and B(G).
S will be of the form Γ)ζ =0 S n , where S n is of height <l/2* (with respect to some preassigned left-invariant metric on L), S o => & z> , and each S n Π fL will be a nonempty closed set in fL. From this it is clear that S will be a transversal.
For each feF 
Now let S = UgeR^S. We easily see that S is in B(G); indeed, let Q be {Xa F:\J geR gXeB(G)}.
Then clearly Q contains all open sets, and it is easy to check that Q is closed under countable union and complementation. Thus Q contains all sets of B(F); in particular SeQ, so SeB(G).
Obviously we have π(S) -G/M, but S
is not yet necessarily a transversal, because gM Π S may contain more than one point. We shall correct this by intersecting S with a certain closed set so that the intersection will be a transversal. Let but g e g r S cS, so geT, and τr(#) = π(g). To see that Γ Π gM consists of exactly one point, let g and 7 be as above, and suppose gme TΓ\ gM for some me M. Then gmeg 8 S for some δ. By minimality of 7, we have 7 ^ δ. If 7 = δ, then ^7â nd gj x gm are both in S, so are equal, since S is a transversal for the left cosets of M in FM. Thus m = e. On the other hand, if 7^έ, then gm lies in both g s F and \J β< s g β FM, hence is not in T, contradiction.
Having constructed a transversal TeB(G) for the Λf, cosets we now examine the measurability properties of the corresponding crosssection τ. For IcG, we have τ~\X) = π(T n X). Let Γ -{IcG:
Then Γ is closed under countable unions and differences. We shall show that T contains all compact X, which will complete part (a). If X is compact, then it meets only finitely many left cosets of F 9 say g aj F,
, g ak F, so that
Here π(gS Π X) may be written gπ(S Π g -1 X) if we let G act on G/ikί in the usual way. Now: for any compact set ΓcG, 
(T n Π X) e B(G/M). A similar argument to one used in showing that τ is measurable for C(G/M) and C(G) may now be used to show π(Tί)X) = Πn=o (T n ΠX). Thus π(T Π X) e B(G/M). As before, we consider the family of sets for which τ~\X) = π(T f] X) eB(G/M).
It is closed under countable union and complementation, and contains all closed sets; thus it contains all of B(G). Thus (b) is proved. REMARK 1. If G/M is σ-compact, then the argument evidently becomes much simpler. REMARK 2. Openness of the map π was nowhere used. Thus, the theorem can actually be stated somewhat more generally: if the locally compact group G acts as a transitive group of homeomorphisms of the locally compact space X, G x X-+X is separately continuous, and the isotropy group M = {g: g(x 0 ) = x 0 } is metrizable, then there is a measurable transversal T (this part is actually no improvement on Theorem 1), and the cross-section map r: X-> (?, given by τ(x) = that point g in T for which gx 0 -x, is measurable, in the various senses described in the theorem (repeat the above measurability arguments taking π : G-> X, with π(g) = g{x), in place of π : G-> G/M) . REMARK 3. The hypothesis of (b) in Theorem 1 will be satisfied if any of the following three conditions hold: is an open subgroup. Furthermore if J n and K n are ascending compact sets with U~=i Jn -^o and \Jζ =1 K n -M, then the compact sets (J n K n Π K n J n ) n have Fas their union, so F is cr-compact, and therefore its image in G/M is σ-compact. REMARK 4. Under the hypothesis of (b), if we choose the C ίo ,..., 3 n and D JQi ... )3 -n to be G 5 sets, then T will also be J? 0 (G)-measurable, and τ will be measurable with respect to C 0 (G/M) and C Q (G), and with respect to B 0 (G/M) and J? 0 (G).
REMARK 5. To some extent, it is possible to replace local compactness by the Lindelof property. Thus, for example, it may be shown that if G is a topological group, M a closed metrizable subgroup which is complete in the left uniformity, and G/M is Lindelof, then there exists a 2?(G)-measurable transversal. However, we will neither prove this here, nor pursue this type of generalization. Moreover, it does not seem possible to prove measurability of the associated cross-section map in this context. 
